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•We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of 
country throughout Australia and recognise
their continuing connection to land, waters 
and culture. We pay our respects to their 
Elders past, present and emerging.

Bidjigal and Gadigal people lived in and around the  Clovelly /Coogee area.



Clovelly Child Care Centre               

What’s buzzing?
December 
13 Children’s Christmas party

17 Christmas outdoor lunch Tues

19 Christmas outdoor lunch Thu

20th Last day of kindy

January2020

13 Holiday care  begins 

14 Holiday care finishes 

27 Australia day /Survival day 

28 Staff development day (no children 

)
29.School re-opens-first day back for      

existing families 

February 
3 Orientations begin for new families. 

Each family has their own orientation 

dates and starting days. These are 

staggered throughout February. 

10 First Parent Management 

Committee 

(PMC members )

March 

6 Joeys social night 6pm-7.30pm

10 First sustainability meeting for 

parents members 

13  Plateenas social night  6pm -

7.30pm 

16 Beach kindy starts . Mond and 

Thurs

20 Puggles social night 6pm -7pm 

25  Joeys information yarn

27 First  newsletter 2020 goes out 
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Newsletter No.4        20 December 2019

I ask myself each year to reflect and think about the year that has just 
been . I am always filled with deep gratitude and love  for the 
stakeholders involved in Clovelly Child Care Centre .

I believe a director in any community service can only be as effective as 
the educators, administrators , chefs , cleaners who serve in the critical 
roles that carry out the organization's mission.

I would like to acknowledge and give thanks to the special team at 
Clovelly child care centre who have given so much of themselves to  
create such a happy, loving, sustainable place.

I appreciate that you have the motivation, energy, and creativity to carry 
out our vision , education and care with innovation and dedication. 

I would also like to acknowledge and give thanks to the extraordinary 
members of our Parent Management Committee who work voluntarily 
and  tirelessly behind the scenes. We do have a passing of the guard for 
2019/20 . Members of the2019  PMC who have left since the AGM are  
Our treasurer since 2017 Joel  Bloomer 
Our member since 2017 Phoebe Collier
And of course our PMC President who joined the PMC in 2012, became 
VP in 2012 and then president 2015 till now , the champion Chrissy  
Dawson 



Special thanks and a farewell to our leaving  
president of our parents management committee

• Thank you for your dedication and years of service. I didn't have the pleasure of 
working with you for all of those years, but ever since I became the director of CCCC  I 
can see how your contribution over the years has helped build our special and 
wonderful community centre toward what it is now. I will miss you The Dawson mob 
have been so embedded and part of the fabric of Clovelly, it will be very strange not 
having at least one of them here next year. Actually I stand to be corrected : Ben will 
still be representing his family through the Clovelly bakery  as we will still be ordering 
his  delicious bread for our children 

• PS See you at Easter time too ………   LOL –no pressure) 

Chrissy 
joined the 
PMC in 
2012, 
became VP 
in 2012 and 
then 
president 
2015till 2019   



• Final Thank - you to outgoing and leaving PMC members 

• Thank you and farewell to Chrissy

• Thank you and goodbye to Joel

• Thank you and goodbye to Phoebe and Yasmin.

• Nomination of Committee Members

• Nominates accepted: Orla Burke (President), Molly Tregoning (Vice 
President), Chris Grabinski (Treasurer), Zoe Curtis (Secretary), 
Phoebe Collier, Emma Ohana, Phil Reichelt, Nicole Kidd

• Welcome to new PMC president and new nominated members 



puggles



Ethel ,Taylor Swift and Beyonce-Great three chicks  



puggles
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puggles



•

Sensory elements have been core to our curriculum throughout the year. In
our last few months of the year, interest in dinosaurs and curiosity towards
where things come from has led to small group creations of dinosaur eggs
and fossils. From beginning to end, learning was enhanced through sharing
resources, discussing, and following curiosities alongside friends and teachers.

•

•

•

We also 
enjoyed 
exploring our 
local 
neighbourhood 
and learning 
about road 
safety as we 
walked 
together and 
enjoyed 
playing 
alongside 
friends in 
Varna Park. 

Puggles venture out the gate ………..



Plateenas
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Awe and wonder at little things 



One of our  most important tasks as educators is to raise independent, 
resilient children who can venture into the world and solve their own problems. With 
some forethought and planning, we helped  nurture 
our children's growing independence throughout the year 

Learning life skills How to Encourage a Child to be More Independent
Create a loving, secure school environment based on respect. ...
Set boundaries and teach our children  basic safety so you feel comfortable allowing 
independence. ...
Teach our children basic skills that allow him to become independent. ...
Support our children's efforts as they learn a new task without doing everything for them 

Plateenas



Moments of wonder –Plateenas style



Special Christmas lunch celebrated with the whole centre lovingly prepared by 
Bronwyn. This year we held our feast  in the Plateenas room .



Yaama Gunima. 

It means “Hello Mother 
Earth” in Gamilaroi
language.  It is a special 
song gifted by Walgan
Priscilla that we sing each 
day as we come to our 
yarn circle



Joeys –Building relationships with local school  in the  
neighbourhood   
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Our schoolies have been visiting Clovelly 
Public School this term as part of our 
Transitioning to School Program.  On our 
first visit Fox carried the big school 
library bag all the way..  He asks us to 
consider how we care for the library 
books that we will take home and how 
important it is to keep books in a book 
bag to avoid damaging them.  We 
browse the library with the kindy 
children for a book to borrow and line 
up with the class so that Mr Scale scan 
each one.  

Many of the teachers 
recognised the children 
and remembered their 
names from their kindy 
orientation.  For those 
going to different 
schools is was a 
wonderful opportunity 
to see inside a different 
classroom to see what 
was similar and 
different in both.   

We join a kindy class for their library lesson with 
Gary Scale, the teacher librarian.  The children 
listen to a story which Mr Scale reads with lots of 
expression and interesting voices

Thank you Mr Scale- you are a 
champion  



Beach Kindy Program Together with the Plateenas 
31/10 

On our beach kindy visits this term we 
invited the  Plateenas to join us  One 
morning as we pass the local art gallery 
Juno spotted the word LOVE . 
.  

Albie pointed out some 
Nasturtiums and told us they 
were his favorite flower

One day Ted, 
Albie and 
Willem found 
some pumice 
on the beach 
and  we 
wondered 
where it came 
from , given it’s 
a volcanic rock!

At the beach we usually take a vote on where 
we will play –our key spaces we like to go are 
the sand or the rock pools to look for sea glass 
and ochre. Not knowing what we will find is the 
part of the fun and is the basis of inquiry based 
learning.  



The ECA Learning Hub team has excitedly been working on Dr Red Ruby Scarlet’s module Putting art in place. As a thank you 
for your involvement in the module, we would like to provide you with a collection of photos taken on the day:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/c06e0rwwbonh7pv/AABL5BgR-0KJi1e8h763lZOXa?dl=0



Beach kindy 2019
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Alumni revisit Clovelly child care to share 
their experiences of transition to school
• Last week we invited some Kindy children from Clovelly Public School to speak to our  

‘schoolies” about Kindy year. All three boys are alumni and it was wonderful to see them so 
confident as they delivered a prepared speech for us about life at school.  In return our 
Joeys had thought carefully about questions to ask them and prepared a list.  They listened 
respectfully to the boys talk and afterwards the conversation continued on a variety of 
topics.

• Question of the hour: Kai - “Do you have to get yourself dressed 
(for school) ?” Sean replies - “ That depends on your parents !”

• We loved this last comment !

• These were some of the questions our Joeys had prepared to ask our special 
presenters:

• Ted: What school do you go to ?

• Kai: What time is morning tea? and What am I going to learn ?

• Max: Where are the toilets?

• Fox: What vis the playground made of ?



Celebrations are often things that bring families, friends and communities together and so they are very valuable, however some 
celebrations can unconsciously exclude certain groups.  At Clovelly Child Care Centre, we strive to ensure that our practice is very 
inclusive and fosters a sense of belonging 



Christmas celebrations 2019



Clovelly Christmas Fundraising 2019
For the Wayside Chapel 
Donate a plate appeal$25 will provide one meal, with all the trimmings for a homeless person
$50 will feed a couple
$100 will feed a family of four
$250 will sponsor a table to feed 10 people
$500 will sponsor two tables of 10

https://donate.waysidechapel.org.au/event/donate-a-plate

Thank you We have 
donated $650

This year we
raised $650 at our Christmas party for the 

Wayside Chapel Christmas lunch appeal for people 
experiencing homelessness



• Clovelly Childcare Centre weekend roster

• Thank you for your help in looking after the animals and vegetable gardens on the weekends. This brochure outlines the jobs and its perks. 

•

• You’re welcome to take home herbs or vegetables from the garden, and collect the chicken eggs for your family.

• What to bring:

• • pair of gloves

• • empty egg container

• • Green leafy’s and veg scraps if possible for Guinea pigs and chooks (see below)

• container on the left as you enter the shed)

• • When you arrive you will need the key for the Puggle’s gate and Vale Street shed (the key is kept in the Joey's storage shed in a small round   

• Chickens

• Please spray the chickens daily to keep them free from fleas. Spray bottle is on hand 

• The chickens live in a coup in the Plateena’s yard. You will need a key to access the side Puggle’s gate to tend to the chooks. 

•

• Each morning let the chickens out of their coup into the run. The combination for the lock is 441. Leave the gate to the coup open during the day so the chooks can nest and seek shade. Do 
not let them into the Plateena’s yard. 

• Each day give the chickens fresh water, grains and leafy vegetables. There is a metal bowl for the scraps, and a plastic feeder for the grains. Chicken grain is kept in a metal bin in the coup. 
Give the chickens a generous scoop of grains and food scraps from home, or leafy greens from the Centre’s garden. 

• If it runs out there is usually a supply in the Plateena’s shed or in a box in the Vale Street shed. 

• While the chickens scratch around in the sand soil and have themselves a bird bath, please clean out the nesting boxes, and coup. Remove old or dirty straw and chicken poo and replace 
with clean straw. The dirty straw can be placed in the compost. Lightly rake the rest of the run each day to get rid of any old bits of food or waste and put this into the compost. 

• Fresh hay is kept in the Vale Street shed.

• Lock the chickens at night to keep them safe (preferably by 5pm to avoid the foxes)



Watering the garden
The vegetable garden (Joeys yard and Plateena's yard), seedlings and grass need watering, especially in the warmer months. The best time to water is the early morning or late afternoon 
(please observe water restrictions). All yards have retractable hoses and sprinklers. (If using any "worm tea" from the large worm farms the dilution is 1:10 with water.

Stingless Bees
We have a house of Australian stingless bees in the Joey’s yard. They need fresh drinking water every day that can be poured into the puka shells attached to the trees near their house. 
During the warmer months please dampen the towel on their box morning and afternoon to keep them cool.

Guinea Pigs
Let the guinea pigs out into their ‘day spa’ enclosure each day if the weather is dry. Please make sure they have shade, particularly in the warmer months.

Ensure they have fresh water, and feed the guinea pigs fresh food plus a cup of grain every day. Use the containers for the food to keep pens tidier.  

There is a small jar of grain on top of the enclosure. If this runs low, you should find more in the box in the Vale Street shed. 

Guinea Pigs like to eat fresh leafy green vegetables or herbs (including broccoli, cabbage, celery, endive, carrot tops, zucchini, bok choy and other Asian greens, dark leaf lettuce varieties, 
parsley, dandelion, coriander, basil, dill, mint and spinach) or grass including Timothy, oaten, wheaten, pasture, paddock, meadow or ryegrass hays. They can also have small amounts of 
apple or pear. 

Clean the hutch by removing newspaper and poo from night hutch (and deposit in compost nearby). Rake out under the hutch as required. Slide out the top and bottom shelves of the 
hutch, removing the small nails to move the ramp, and hose down shelves out on the grass. Let these dry in the sun during the day.

Reassemble g.pig hutch in afternoon and lay down fresh newspaper (can bring paper from home, or use paper left on top of hutch – please replenish if you can), including some extra 
shredded paper or straw in one corner for nesting

Please lock all the animals back into their pens in the evenings to keep them safe. 

Worm farms (around near shed on Vale St.)
The worm farms don't need much attention the main thing to check is that they remain damp. Please go and lift the lids to assess dampness. If in doubt fill the small bucket that is kept 
near by with water and throw it into the worm farm to dampen it. Especially during summer months and over christmas holiday period. Also adding some newspaper on top can assist to 
retain moisture. 
The worms do not like citrus, breads or grains, meat or animal proteins (including dairy products), onions or garlic.
They love fruit and veg scraps, tea bags (not the synthetic fabric pyramid bags), coffee grounds, egg shells, shredded papers and cardboard, grass clipping and plant prunings.



Schools out for summer. Final 

day is Friday 20 December 

2019  

We return on

WEDNESDAY 

29thJanuary2020


